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The international fact-finding delegation to Jerusalem and Jordan 
organised by EuroPal Forum between the 17th-21st of July has concluded 
its visit. The delegation included the Australian Senator Lee Rhiannon, 
Green Party, and Dr Paul Monaghan, a former member of the UK 
parliament and a prominent member of the Scottish National Party 
(SNP), in addition to David Wagener MP from Luxembourg who had to 
cut his visit short and return due to personal circumstances.

This international fact-finding delegation was organised by EuroPal 
Forum to observe the tensions in Jerusalem and to highlight the 
suffering of Palestinians under occupation. The delegation exposed the 
discrimination committed against Palestinians including the demolition 
of homes, confiscation of lands and expansion of illegal settlements on 
Palestinian land.

The delegation met members of the Palestine Committee in the 
Jordanian Parliament to build bridges and create dialogue amongst 
politicians to highlight the suffering of Palestinians under occupation, 
especially in light of recent tensions in Jerusalem.
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The program included meetings and discussions with members of the 
Palestinian Legislative Council in Jerusalem and the former minister of 
Jerusalem. It also included meetings with civil organisations and NGOs 
in Jerusalem.

The delegation visited one of Jerusalem’s villages, al-Walja, and met with 
villagers who shared their daily suffering as a direct consequence of the 
separation Wall and the continuous Israeli aggressions against them.

The delegates also met families who lost some of their loved ones to Israeli 
corporal punishments and extrajudicial killing. The families expressed 
their prolonged suffering because they were prevented from receiving 
the bodies of their deceased to bury, and that often the children of those 
killed faced demands of compensation by the occupation, at times 
exceeding two million US dollars.

Members of the delegation were prevented from entering al-Aqsa 
Mosque by the Israeli forces and were informed about the occupation’s 
violations against Palestinians attending the mosque. They also visited 
Shu’fat refugee camp close to Jerusalem, and witnessed the difficult 
circumstances faced by the refugees due to the lack of infrastructure 
and the apparent neglect of Israeli authorities towards them.  
The delegates also visited some villages in which houses were separated 
by the separation wall, resulting in the isolation of some families who 
were unable to communicate with their families in the same village or 
in Jerusalem.
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In their meeting with the representatives from the civil organisations 
in Jerusalem, they discussed the Israeli procedures in the city and 
the violations committed against Jerusalemites.  They listened to the 
desperate social, political and health situation in Jerusalem and the 
neglect they face from the occupation towards various sections of society.

The delegates visited some unrecognised Palestinian villages in 
Palestinian areas occupied in 1948, where they visited an area consisting 
of 70 homes occupied by more than 700 Palestinians facing orders 
for demolition by the Israeli authorities. Eight of these houses were 
demolished this year. 

The delegates visited Palestinian areas and Jewish areas and witnessed 
the difference in organisation and infrastructure between the two.

The issue of confiscation of land and expansion of settlements were also 
highlighted in their visit to Um al-Heeran village and meetings with 
representatives from the village. The difference in the level of services in 
settlement areas and Arab areas was apparent.

Senator Lee expressed the importance of the visit to her solidarity work 
to support Palestinian rights. She further confirmed that such visits are 
regarded as a successful tool to improve relations with influential bodies 
and figures in the west and to enforce the Palestinian narrative of the 
conflict.
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Dr. Paul Monaghan stated that the circumstances of Palestinians in 
Jerusalem, and in the 1948 areas, appear to be deteriorating and that 
discriminatory practices against the Palestinian people, particularly in 
Jerusalem, represent a serious threat to peace in the region. He called 
upon those responsible for ensuring peace across the Middle East to 
press the Israeli government to recognise its obligations towards the 
Palestinian people and the rights of the wider Islamic community under 
international law. He also emphasised the importance of being creative 
in developing ways to influence international public opinion in favour of 
promoting respect for the inalienable human rights of marginalised and 
disadvantaged people across the Middle East, including the particular 
rights of Palestinians.
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Yahya Alsaud, chairman of the Palestine committee in the Jordanian 
parliament warned against the dangerous situation in Jerusalem, and 
called for efforts to unite to stop the escalation of Israeli aggression 
against its residents and heritage.

He stated that the Palestine committee in the Jordanian Parliament 
and many Jordanian MPs are pushing towards the withdrawal of the 
Jordanian ambassador from Tel Aviv in response to the recent Israeli 
violations on al-Aqsa Mosque, which are against all international laws 
and peaceful agreements between Jordan and Israel.

He also expressed that most Jordanians are not convinced by the peace 
deal which is seen to serve only the Israeli interests, amidst growing 
demands to cut ties with the Israeli occupation which demonstrates no 
real desire for peace.

Zaher Birawi, the chairman of EuroPal Forum, stressed on the importance 
of such delegations to convey the reality of the suffering of the Palestinians 
under occupation. He stated that delegations are important tools to 
expose the Israeli crimes in Jerusalem and to enforce the Palestinian 
narrative in this conflict.  He added that the delegation comes at a critical 
time as we witness a dangerous Israeli escalation against Palestinians in 
Jerusalem that makes the delegation more significant. 
 

Birawi stressed that delegates can play an essential role in conveying 
the reality witnessed on ground to other parliamentarians and decision 
makers in the West, which would contribute towards ending the 
suffering of Palestinians, which has been ongoing for the past seven 
decades.  He confirmed that part of EuroPal Forum’s program is to 
develop Palestinian-European relationships and to organise further 
Parliamentarian delegations to Jerusalem and occupied Palestine.
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